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About This Game

Mondrian - Abstraction in Beauty is a full-circle block-breaking game about video game art history. Inspired by the works of the
De Stijl masters’ limitations on form and color, Mondrian - Abstraction in Beauty takes an abstract look at the history of video
game art, through unlockable features like paddles, balls, powerups, and screen effects. The game is dynamically generated,

with millions of level combinations and endless replayability.

Features:

Break out of the boring, vertical-only block breaking experience with 360 degree freedom of motion.

Over 48,000,000 possible combinations in level generation

Collect gems to unlock goodies like paddles, balls, powerups, wall shapes, visual styles and more.

Level Packs and Museum Galleries based on other games for an in-depth look at video game art history.

Play the game your way with adjustable gameplay options, level packs, and screen effects.

Inspirational quotes by Piet Mondrian

Soundtrack
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Mondrian - Abstraction in Beauty: Original Game Soundtrack, composed by Davidjohn Blodgett and Hannah Hoyt, features
nearly an hour of acid jazz, hip hop, trip hop, ambient, electronic, and classical music. Remastered from in-game tracks and

exported as 320kbps, 44.1khz MP3’s, this stunning collection of music is bound to keep you immersed in Mondrian’s geometric
world at work, at home, at a party, or on the go.

Available Now!
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Title: Mondrian - Abstraction in Beauty
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Lantana Games
Publisher:
Lantana Games
Franchise:
Mondrian
Release Date: 21 Sep, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i3/AMD Athlon X2 2.0ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 300 series/ATI Radeon HD 4000 series

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 165 MB available space

Additional Notes: XBox 360 Controller Drivers for Windows are required to play. If you experience difficulty starting the
game, you should download these direct from Microsoft at https://www.microsoft.com/hardware/en-us/d/xbox-360-controller-
for-windows

English
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i dont like this kind of game but this game is totaly make me 3ggered or i've forgot on MLG mode (eating doritos &
mountaindew) ♥♥♥♥ing approved. This is pay for an early game advantage in campaign and raid mode. I only have it because
Steam winter sale of entire game was less than $10.

It's a slow rate of fire\/high damage pistol with some decent attachements that can found in raid mode by playing the game.

Might as well pay some Chinese gold farmer to play the game for you.

How long until credit cards have USB ports to replace mouse\/keyboard or controllers for modern games?. it sucks and thats all i
have to say. Decent game, definitely worth a play.

The enemies scale nicely so there's always a little bit of challenge.

Kills a few hours and you can leave it on when to help build up a bit of cash.

Slight issue though, I broke the game when prices for buildings exceeded Duodecillion. Then everything essentially became
free. My player level exceeded 9,000,000 because I wanted to see how far the game could go before my computer started to
tank. Unfortunately, the enemies scaled with this and instantly decimated me because their health was in the millions.

So yeah, that was fun to do :). minimal lightweight platformer game with flat design great for a causual gameplay. you don't
have "lives" or "health" to spoil - the only measure is time - obstacles can take away your time and tasks can add you time..
Great game good fun with allot of challenges very simple, ideal for a mind challenege.. looks great, i just wish i could find its
files. Super exciting game especialy when you play with your friends.The concept is simple but absolutely unique and fun. I
recommend this game though it is still developing.
Just one thing we want to request is In game chat to communicate with friends.
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Master piece easily the game of the year. The music is great.

The missing ME content issue was fixed after I contacted Degica on their website about it and they instructed me to verify files
on the local files window (tab found after right-clicking\/control-clicking RPG Maker MV on my library list and then looking at
the DLC on it from the options revealed).. Don't let my small amount of hours on this game fool you- I've had this on iOS for
years, going back to the original Junk Jack (now called Junk Jack Retro) & have dozens and dozens of hours playing it on that
platform. While awesome on iOS, this really comes to life on windows- the jump and block interaction controls specifically,
which are a little jankey on iOS cause of my big fingers & glasses assisted eyesight. On windows, I can easily resize both the
game zoom AND the UI sepertly so that I can have larger blocks for easier visability, and a slightly smaller UI so I have a nice,
big view of this beautiful world.. which brings me to the meat of my review.

Graphics:
If you're a fan of pixel art style games, this game will have you in awe. The color palettes, detailed enviroments, and adorable
collectibles will have you hooked. Runs super smooth on my 64bit Win7Pro, and with so many blocks (much like minecraft),
it's easy to create cute little houses and creative dwellings and then fill them with all sorts of pets, gardens, and livestock!

Music:
It has an interesting soundtrack. It reminds me a lot of the old SNES games music sometimes, where you can tell it was heavily
inspired by the old midi based music, but it's oddly relaxing, and USUALLY fits the enviroment decently well. There are SOME
times when the sudden introduction of the music spooks me (it has some integrated sound FX in some of the tracks, and
sometimes I think its monsters sneaking up on me) but otherwise, pretty chill, wonderful music to dig and build to.

Progression: Junk Jack really stands out here different from Minecraft & Terraria. You can craft most basic items to start, but
the progressive need for new work tables for advanced items, and finding crafting notes for rare/uncommon items really helps
add to the 'explore and discover' aspect of this game that rewards players for venturing into ruins, deep parts of Terra, and
eventually other planets. An extensive, up to date wiki (http://wiki.pixbits.com/wiki/Junk_Jack_Portal) is also incredibly helpful
for reaching your creative goals.

TL;DR- The game is a lot like minecraft in respect to the fact that it has lots of building blocks, which makes creative builds
really fun and unique, but also a lot like Terraria, where you have an adventure aspect of discovering recipes, exploring ruins,
caves, finding mini-bosses (called Uber mobs) etc, but also adds it's own flair with planet exploration, pet taming/breeding, and
livestock keeping. If you like ANY of the games mentioned, I would highly recommend giving this game a shot- especially
while it's on sale on steam.. So first let me say the concept is good, and the execution is good. The downside is the game is a bit
repetitive when facing the AI, and it would have been an amazing multiplayer game. I really hope they do a competitive
multiplayer mode, the game would be so dope. I'm still rating it positively because i think for the price its still worth it even
whitout multiplayer. But if it had multiplayer, it would easily be worth 5x that price.. Combination of tetris meets match 3.
Great for a casual 15 minute coffee break. The music and lo-fi graphics are pleasant and accelerate as the game progresses.
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